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First Dry Hole 
 
Just four days after the 
famous Drake well 
discovery of Aug. 27, 1859, 
John Grandin began a well 
of his own. It achieved 
many “firsts” that today are 
only footnotes in oil 
history. Page 14 

Wyoming Oil Pioneers 
 
As the great gold rushes of the West lost momentum, another highly prized 
resource brought a new wave of explorers – especially Pennsylvania oilmen. By 
the time Wyoming became the 44th state in 1890, Casper already had a refinery, 
oil speculators, land controversies and lawsuits. Page 9 

America Exports Oil 
 
In November 1861 at the Port 
of Philadelphia, more than 
1,300 barrels of Pennsylvania 
petroleum were loaded aboard 
the two-masted brig Elizabeth 
Watts. American history was 
made 45 days later when the 
ship arrived at London’s 
Victoria Dock. Page 8 

“Oil on the Brain” 
 
Seven 19th century oilfield airs have been 
given new life in a recording by the 
Franklin High School Band of Franklin, 
Pa. The CD is the brain-child of band 
director Steve Johnston. The songs include 
“Oil on the Brain.” Page 7 

OK History Center 
 
A “Christmas Tree” is among 
a large collection of oilfield 
exhibits at the newly opened 
Oklahoma History Center 
across from the capitol in 
Oklahoma City. Page 5 

Oilfield Aliens 
 
During WWII, the 
largest mass sighting of 
UFOs in U.S. history 
occurred soon after a 
Japanese submarine 
attacked a Los Angeles 
refinery.  Page 13 

5th Grade Art 
 
A future class of geologists 
and petroleum engineers 
may be in the making, 
thanks to the inspiration of 
the director of the Pioneer 
Oil Museum of Bolivar, 
New York.  Page 3 
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Editor’s Desk 
 

Preserve the Past, Build a Future 
 
The Barbara Morgan Harvey Center for the Study of Oil Heritage in Oil City 
represents the best in community pride in oil and gas heritage, which may not be 
surprising for northwestern Pennsylvania, where the industry got its start in 1859. 
AOGHS has forged long-term relationships with many similar communities of 
oilfield historians and educators.  
 
The society is developing plans – and is seeking funding – to send our quarterly 
Petroleum Age newsletter subscriptions to high school libraries in zip code areas 
where there are community oil and gas museums. This has great potential for 
assisting teachers with oil history in classroom curricula.  
 
Another example of community pride comes from Franklin, Pa., where the high 
school band director and his students have recorded 19th century oilfield music. 
The $15 CD is a worthwhile buy. As our article on page seven notes: The first 
published oil song, “Oil on the Brain,” ponders the consequences of an addiction 
to oil speculation. Dedicated to “the afflicted,” it was written by Joseph Eastburn 
Winner (1837-1918) and first published in 1864.  
 
Writing under the name Eastburn, he later wrote a simple novelty tune. The story 
goes that he did so to prove to his more famous and prolific songwriter brother, 
Septimus, that he could do just as well. Eastburn’s 1869 simple little novelty tune 
about gin and rum, “Little Brown Jug,” was a smash. Its popularity has persisted. 
Glenn Miller’s 1939 recording of “Little Brown Jug” sold more than a million 
copies. 
 
AOGHS will continue to sing the praises of museum staff and volunteers, oilfield 
historians and all those dedicated to preserving such an important history. These 
good people remain devoted to explaining the industry’s role in building the 
American economy. – Bruce Wells 
 
 
 

On Oct. 18, in Oil City, Pa., I 
had the honor of speaking at 
the dedication of the Barbara 
Morgan Harvey Center for the 
Study of Oil Heritage at Clarion 
University, Venango Campus. 
The Center houses the late 
Barbara Harvey’s collection of 
books and papers donated to 
the university by her children 
and husband, Joseph Harvey, 
at far left.  
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Zach and his parents live in the Allegheny Oil Region of southwestern New York. 
There, students are learning things even their parents and grandparents don’t know, 
thanks to the Pioneer Oil Museum and community efforts to preserve the area’s 
petroleum exploration and production heritage. Kelly Lounsberry is director of the 
Pioneer Oil Museum. He is also Zach’s social studies teacher. 
  
“Ten-to-twelve-year-old kids need something pretty interesting to hold their 
attention,” says Lounsberry, of his 60 or so fifth graders. He uses a video he made 
and one produced by the Penn-Brad Oil Museum, located about two hours away 
outside Bradford, Pa., to inspire his students’ curiosity. A field trip to their own local 
Pioneer Oil Museum follows, where students are always surprised to learn of their 
hometown’s dramatic oil history. Their resulting artwork graces the museum’s 
windows between April and June of each year. “There are a lot of gusher pictures 
since the boys get excited about the dynamite and things blowing up. The girls will 
tend to write more.”  
  
As school lets out for the summer, Bolivar celebrates its “Pioneer Oil Days,” with 
graduations, reunions, and a celebration of the area’s oil history, culminating with a 
grand parade, right by the museum and the students’ artwork.  “It is particularly 
gratifying when I’m approached by a parent who relates that they’ve lived here all 
their life but have been surprised to learn about the regions oil history from their 
children,” Lounsberry says.   

5th Grade 
Oil Art 
 

“I didn’t think I’d like this museum, 
but it has got neat stuff, and it’s 
really interesting.” – Zach Whitcher, 
5th Grade, Bolivar-Richburg Central 
School, New York 
 

Magazine Extols Oil Museums 
 
The November-December issue of Well 
Servicing magazine, with circulation of more 
than 10,000, includes a nine-page article 
featuring many of the nation’s oil and 
natural gas museums. The article, one of 
three contributed by the American Oil & 
Gas Historical Society (AOGHS) in 2005, 
represents a growing awareness within the 
petroleum industry about the importance 
of community museums in educating the 
public. Well Servicing is the official 
publication of the Houston-based 
Association of Energy Service Companies 
(AESC), a leading organization of oilfield 
service industries. AESC was established in 
1956 as the Association of Oilwell 
Servicing Contractors. 

West Kern Derrick Dedicated  
 
Every five years since its founding in 1930, 
the city of Taft, Calif., has celebrated its 
heritage with a festival and parade. After 
WWII, the event was officially named 
“Taft Oildorado” – with additional tags like 
“Gushing with Pride in ‘95” and “Blowout 
2000.” For its 90th year, residents gathered 
Oct. 21 to dedicate a newly constructed 
100-foot wooden derrick. 
 
“Taft and the West Side of Kern County is 
oil country,” notes resident Pete Gianop-
ulos. “This community is surrounded by 
some of this country’s greatest oil fields 
and is nestled in the foothills of the 
southwestern San Joaquin Valley. It was oil 
that brought those early pioneers to the 
area at the turn of the century from various 
parts of the country.” 
 
The derrick, which now stands tall in the 
yard of the West Kern Oil Museum, was 
constructed from a 1910 blueprint. A new 
belt hall and engine house also were 
constructed in time for the dedication, says 
Curator Agnes Hardt. Windows allow 
visitors to view the well’s orginal walking 
beam in operation. The well was drilled in 
1917 to a depth of 2,975 feet. It produced 
oil for more than five decades, Hardt says. 

Kansas Oil Museum Nears 50 
 
An expanded Butler County Historical 
Society and Kansas Oil Museum is planned 
next year as part of the celebration of the 
Society’s 50th anniversary, according to 
museum Director Deborah Amend.  The 
museum in El Dorado continues to expand 
its “Oil Hill” recreation of a 1930s boom-
town. An Oct. 7 reception and ceremony 
inducted 19 more industry leaders into the 
“Legacy Gallery.” About 180 people 
attended the event, which included hors 
d’oeuvres of mountain oysters. 

Amend also notes that a book document-
ing the county’s 1915 oil discovery and 
subsequent events will be published soon. 
El Dorado, Legacy of an Oil Boom by Jay M. 
Price (Arcadia Publishing) will examine 
“the business of oil” and “oil as a way of 
life” in 128 pages – using 200 photographs, 
many from the Kansas Oil Museum 
collection. Jay Price notes one impact of 
the local discovery:  “Oil money financed 
the budding aviation industry in 
neighboring Wichita, which literally 
launched the resources from under the 
ground into the sky.”   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Erle P. Halliburton, 1892-1957, first tried to find work cementing oil wells in 
Burkburnett, Texas. In 1919, he moved his business to the Healdton field near 
Ardmore, Okla., where he established the New Method Oil Well Cementing Co. He 
soon reorganized into the Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co. and established his 
headquarters in Duncan, where a statue (above) was erected in 1993, not far from a 
still operating Halliburton research center.  
 
Erle Halliburton lived to see his Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co. operating on 
every continent and offshore. By his death in 1957, the company had 201 offices in 
22 states and 20 foreign countries. A company promotion notes that today’s 
Halliburton Co. is a worldwide provider of many other technical oilfield services.   
 
The First Hydraulic “Frac” 
 
On a cold March morning in 1949, a team comprised of Halliburton Oil Well 
Cementing Co. (now Halliburton Energy Services) and Stanolind Oil Co. personnel 
assembled at a well site 12 miles east of Duncan, Okla., to make oilfield history – the 
first commercial application of hydraulic fracturing. 
 
By the 1950s, the new oil and natural gas retrieval process had changed the fortunes 
of the energy industry. This successful fracturing technique had been developed and 
patented by Stanolind (later known as Pan American Oil Co.) with an exclusive 
license issued to Halliburton to perform the process. Hydraulic fracturing would do 
more to increase recoverable reserves than any other technique. Stanolind’s fracturing 
license was extended to all qualified service companies in 1953. 
 
To hydraulically fracture a well, fluid mixed with a proppant (such as sand) is pumped 
into the petroleum-producing portion of the formation, which has been carefully 
isolated from other portions of the formation. Under thousands of pounds of 
pressure, the mixture cracks the subsurface rock and flows into the resulting 
fractures. When the hydraulic pressure is removed, the fluid disperses, but the 
proppant remains behind, holding the fractures open to allow more oil or gas to flow. 
 
Fracturing jobs can be modest or immense. Shallow wells may require only a 
relatively small treatment while deep wells may necessitate massive efforts involving 
dozens of pieces of heavy equipment, hundreds of thousands of gallons of fluid and 
millions of pounds of sand.  

 
 

Erle P. Halliburton  
 

Cement Legacy 
“Erected 1993, in memory of a man 
who left an indelible impression on 
Duncan and Stephen County. He 
touched the lives of many people, not 
only as the county’s largest employer, 
but as a perpetually inquisitive person 
whose technical inspirations became 
legends in the oil industry around the 
world. His deep and abiding concern for 
the welfare of the people of this area is 
remembered fondly.” 
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Glenn Pool Turns 100 
 
The people of Glenpool are celebrating the 
100th anniversary of their historic wildcat 
oil well in November – although George 
Shirk, former longtime president of the 
Oklahoma Historical Society, says the Ida 
Glenn No. l did not blow in until Dec. 1, 
1905. At least one other account puts the 
date at Nov. 22. 
 
The first commercially successful oil well in 
what is now Oklahoma, the famous Nellie 
Johnstone No. 1, hit the pay sand at 
Bartlesville in 1897, but the Sooner 
petroleum industry did not really get going 
until the Red Fork field of 1903 and the 
Glenn Pool field of 1905 were discovered. 
Both are in the Tulsa area. 
 
Drilling in the Glenn Pool was cheap 
because the wells were shallow, Tulsa 
author Ruth Sheldon Knowles wrote in her 
1959 McGraw-Hill book about wildcatters, 
The Greatest Gamblers. “By the time 
statehood came in 1907,” Knowles wrote, 
“Glenn Pool had made Oklahoma the 
nation's biggest oil producer.”  
 
Unlike the oil from other major strikes 
until then, the Glenn Pool interested 
members of the oil branch of the Andrew 
Mellon organization. The Mellons were 
among the first producers to appreciate the 
possibilities of gasoline, Knowles said.  
 
“Their eyes were on the French market 
where the automobile industry was already 
flourishing, and it seemed to them the 
same development was about to happen in 
America. Their purchases of producing 
properties in the Glenn Pool would get 
them started.” – From the Norman Transcript 

Telling the Story of Thurber 
 
The W. K. Gordon Center for Industrial 
History of Texas describes the history of 
Thurber. Located in Mingus, the Tarleton 
State University Foundation built the 
center with the support of Mrs. W.K. 
Gordon, Jr., Erath County, and the Texas 
Department of Transportation.  
 
Curator LeAnna Biles says the center 
exhibits the development of the coal, brick, 
and petroleum industries. Manuscripts, 
photographs, artifacts, and oral histories 
provide a study collection for scholarly 
research documenting life in Thurber. For 
more information, call the W.K. Gordon 
Center at (254) 968-1886. 



The Oklahoma History Center opened Nov. 19  
in Oklahoma City, concluding five years of 
construction as curators moved thousands of 
artifacts into the 40,000 square foot facility that 
includes five main exhibit galleries.  
 
“As visitors arrive, they will truly experience 
Oklahoma at one site, from Guymon to Broken 
Bow and from Miami to Altus,” said Dr. Bob 
Blackburn, executive director of the Oklahoma 
Historical Society.   
 
The Oklahoma History Center features an 80-
foot glass atrium with a replica of the “Winnie 
Mae” airplane flown around the world in eight 
days by Wiley Post. Five state-of-the-art galleries 
brim with more than 2,000 artifacts and 200 
multi-media, interactive exhibits.  
 
Other exhibit highlights include an 1830s Red 
River commercial riverboat, a Civil War cannon, 
the Gemini 6 space capsule, and a covered wagon 
used in the famed Oklahoma land run. 
 
The Center is officially affiliated with the 
Smithsonian Institution. It is an 18-acre, 215,000 
square-foot research and learning center. The 
exhibits cover more than 50 topics of interest 
exploring Oklahoma’s contributions to aviation, 
geology, commerce, culture and the arts, 
transportation and many more subjects. The 
grounds around the new history center feature the 
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Devon Energy Oil and Gas Park – Devon Energy Corp. contributed $500,000 for the Oklahoma 
History Center’s new outdoor park exhibiting the state’s 100-year history in the oil and natural gas 
industry. On Nov. 19, Gov. Brad Henry joined industry leaders, state officials and the public in a 
ceremony to dedicate the Devon Energy Oil and Gas Park. Exhibits include exploration and production 
equipment from throughout Oklahoma. It is among the largest oil history collections in the Southwest. 
 
Once complete, this oil and gas park will provide a four-acre snapshot of Oklahoma’s century in the 
energy industry. Visitors will be able to follow a chronological trail, starting with a replica wooden derrick 
from the historic Glenn Pool field, which catapulted Oklahoma’s oil industry to prominence in 1905. The 
trail will highlight an evolution of rigs, derricks, production implements, service vehicles and exploration 
equipment that mark the industry’s development. 
 
 “This park is an educational asset for people inside and outside of the state, and it gives all of us an 
opportunity to see and touch a part of our history and celebrate an exciting facet of our heritage,” said 
Devon Chief Executive Larry Nichols.   

Newly Opened In Oklahoma City 

OK History Center 

Devon Energy Oil and Gas Park, which includes 
three types of derricks used in Oklahoma oilfields 
and other equipment collections.   
 
Along 23rd Street is the Red River journey, in 
which the state’s south boundary, using red 
marble chips to replicate the river, is followed 
from the east corner of the state to the west 
corner. Various land features are replicated, and 
trees and plants appropriate to each part of the 
Red River placed.   
 
The parking lot is large enough for a number of 
buses and RVs and several hundred cars. The 
Oklahoma History Center is located at 2401 N. 
Laird Street, the northeast corner of N.E. 23rd 
and Lincoln Blvd. just east of the Oklahoma State 
Capitol.

The complex assembly of valves 
that control the flow of oil and gas 
from the well – commonly called 
a “Christmas Tree” –  is among 
the exhibits of the newly opened 
Devon Energy Oil and Gas Park 
in Oklahoma City.  



 The Natural Gas
   Industry in Appalachia by  

David A. Waples explores 
the evolution and 
significance of the natural 
gas industry. Early 
chapters discuss the first 
natural gas discoveries in 
the 1800s, the way in 

which entrepreneurs used the fuel, and the 
displacement of the manufactured gas 
industry.  
 
Later chapters discuss the growth of the 
Appalachian drilling industry, the first 
wooden and metal pipelines, the 
development of gas compressor engines, the 
pioneering of gas storage fields, and the 
genesis of gas marketing for lighting, heating, 
cooking, and industrial use. The final chapter 
describes the growth of the Appalachian 
natural gas industry since its major source of 
supply shifted from local wells in the 1950s 
to new discoveries in the southwestern 
United States and the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
Waples is a corporate communications 
manager for a natural gas utility. He also 
teaches speech communications at Behrend 
College in Erie, Pa.  The Natural Gas Industry 
in Appalachia is $49.95 plus $2.50 for 
shipping. David Waples, 1871 Eaton Rd , 
Fairview, PA  16415 dbwaples@velocity.net 
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Prairie Skyscraper Preserved 
 
The H.C. Price Company Tower is the only 
skyscraper ever built by Frank Lloyd 
Wright. Completed in 1956, the 19-story 
Bartlesville, Okla., building was head-
quarters for an oil pipeline company. 
 

Harold (Hal) Charles Price, Sr., first 
established an electric welding business in 
the late 1920s. His company specialized in 
field welding of oil storage tanks.  
 
Hal Price was responsible for many 
innovations in electric welding, including 
the first practical application of electric 
welding in pipeline construction. Over the 
years, H.C. Price Co. grew from a welding 
subcontracting business into a major cross-
country pipeline contractor.  
 
H. C. Price Co. was instrumental in the 
development of modern pipeline 
construction techniques used worldwide: 
electrical welding of pipelines and the 
“stove pipe” method of pipeline assembly 
as well as the use of pipe coatings for 
protection against corrosion. H.C. Price 
Co. constructed the first “Big Inch” pipe-
line during WWII and built a major section 
of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System. The 
company was the first to introduce use of 
mechanized welding in the United States.  

In the mid 1980s, the Phillips Petroleum 
Co., now ConocoPhillips, acquired the 
historic skyscraper. In 1990, a group of 
volunteers established a civic art museum 
located on the first and second floors.  
 
After Phillips Petroleum vacated the 
building, the museum continued to operate 
as the sole tenant in an otherwise 
abandoned landmark.  
 
In 1998, the group reorganized as Price 
Tower Arts Center to launch a capital 
campaign to revitalize Wright’s 
architectural legacy. Phillips Petroleum 
gave generous assistance by refurbishing 
the Price Tower and then donating it to the 
Arts Center in 2001.  
 
For the building’s 50th anniversary, the 
Price Tower Arts Center opened an 
exhibition, Prairie Skyscraper: Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Price Tower. The exhibition opened 
Oct. 14 and will continue throughout 2006, 
according to www.pricetower.org.  

New Mexico Oil Show 
  
“From Dinosaurs to Drill Bits” is the oil 
and natural gas story of the San Juan Basin 
exhibited at the Farmington Museum in 
Farmington, N.M. Using the latest tech-
nology, the exhibit educates and entertains 
visitors – and includes “the thrill of riding 
deep into the earth in search of oil on a 
simulated floor shaking adventure.”  
 
The museum staff plans further expansion 
of the exhibit to explore the impact of oil 
and gas booms on Farmington and the 
Four Corners region. Phase one, now 
completed, includes a 1500-square-foot 
exhibit space with interactive computer-
based exhibits and a “Geovator,” which 
simulates a ride down an oil well, according 
to Director Richard Welch. 
 
Among the books available in the 
Farmington Museum gift shop is a history 
of one of the world’s largest gas fields – the 
San Juan Basin of New Mexico.  
 

Because natural gas is 
the resource upon which 
the San Juan Basin 
stakes its claim to fame, 
authors Tom Dugan and 
Emery Arnold simply 
call their book GAS!  
 

Involved in the local industry for more 
than 30 years, Arnold and Dugan spent 
two years researching and putting together 
interviews to create an authentic history.  
 
GAS! begins with the early exploration and 
first activity in the San Juan Basin 
occurring between 1890 and 1900. It 
includes the history of the main New 
Mexico oil and gas pipelines and railroads 
and their effects on the industry. GAS! also 
includes personal history essays from many 
of the local industry’s old timers.  
 
Call (505) 599-1174 for more information. 
The Museum and Visitors Center at 
Gateway Park is located at 3041 E. Main 
St. Farmington, N.M.  87402 
 
Natural Gas in Appalachia 
 
The large scale, practical uses of natural gas 
were introduced by innovators Joseph Pew 
and George Westinghouse for the steel and 
glass industries in Pittsburgh. Today, gas is 
a prevalent part of American markets, 
filling the critical void left by a lack of new 
coal, oil, and nuclear power.  
 
This vital American enterprise, however, 
began in the Appalachian states as an 
unwanted or underestimated byproduct of 
the oil rush of 1859. 



         even 19th century oilfield airs have been given new life in a     
          recording by the Franklin High School Black Knight Band 
         of Franklin, Pa. The CD, the brainchild of band director 
Steve Johnston, was recorded last spring in the high school 
auditorium. It includes seven of 12 oil songs from the Drake Well 
Museum collection that are reprinted in the Oil Fever Songbook, 
edited and published in 1996 by Oil City resident Margo Mong.  
 
The songs, all dating from the late 1860s, include “Oil Fever 
Galop,” “Oil on the Brain,” “American Petroleum Polka,” “Crazy 
on Oil,” Petroleum Court Dance,” “Pa Has Stuck Ile” and 
“Petroleum Galop.”  
 
Johnston arranged the pieces for modern instruments using 
scoring methods of the mid-19th century. Three of the songs 
include lyrics. Venango County musician and retired teacher John 
McConnell provided these vocals for the recording.  
 
The first published oil song, “Oil on the Brain,” ponders the 
consequences of an addiction to oil speculation. Dedicated to 
“the afflicted,” it was written by Joseph E. Winner under the 
name Eastburn and was first published in 1864 by J. March in 
Philadelphia. “Crazy on Oil,” written and composed in 1865 by 
C. Archer, tells the story of a speculator who is intent on making 
a fortune.  
 
The disc also includes an original work composed by Johnston 
about the June 1763 attack on Fort Venango. Before recording 
the oil music, the band performed the pieces in a concert last 
spring. When preparing for the concert and the later recording 
sessions, Johnston provided band members with some history of 
the region and the oil boom as a background to the music.  
 
Local recording engineer Ken Hall recorded the effort, and it was 
produced by Imagine Audio of Carnegie. Many of the oil songs 
“describe Venango County and Franklin specifically,” Johnston 
says. “All of this music is uniquely ours.”  
 
The pieces were originally scored for the brass bands of the 
period. “Some of the pieces are marches or quicksteps of the 
mid-1800s. Others are almost vaudeville tunes. But all of it is the 
popular music of the day,” he says.  
 
Johnston notes that Drake Well’s collection of oil-related music is 

S 
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The Franklin High School Black Knight Band of Franklin, Pa., has 
produced a unique CD of songs from the earliest days of the 
nation’s petroleum industry, thanks to Band Director Steve Johnston 
and a local historian who reprinted sheet music for songs found in 
the Drake Well Museum’s collection. Photograph by Jerry Sowden  

“Oil on the Brain”

larger than the one at the Library of Congress. When Mong 
found the sheet music for the oil songs in the Drake Well  
Museum collection, she felt compelled to reprint it.  
 
“I wanted them (the songs) to be available,” she says. In the 
forward to Oil Fever Songbook, Mong writes that the songs are 
“peculiarly American – written during a brief and unique 
moment in history, when a divided nation could draw together 
to celebrate the birth of an exciting industry, a time when society 
seemed to sense that something important was happening in 
Northwest Pennsylvania - something worth singing about.”  
 
The recording of the songs makes them – and the local history 
they chronicle – accessible to a wider audience. The “Music of 
the Oil Boom” CD is available for $15 at Franklin High School, 
at Drake Well Museum in Titusville and at the Transit Fine Arts 
Gallery in Oil City.  
 
Contact Band Director Steve Johnston at (814) 432-2121, or e-
mail johnston@fasd.k12.pa.us.  

Some might imagine the music of the oil boom to be the clang of pump jacks, 
the rolling percussion of nitroglycerin explosions, the splash of oil and the clink 
of coins in the lucky speculator’s pocket.  
 
During the boom, however, when the lure of oil brought hundreds of thousands 
of people to northwest Pennsylvania, the region was thrust into the public 
spotlight and a number of popular songs were written about the oil craze.  
 
Article by Sheila Boughner-Blair, the Derrick.Com. 
 



 

Before the oil industry was yet to be born, 
there were no derricks to be found in the 
wooded hills around Titusville and Oil 
Creek, Pa. All of that changed in 1859 
with “Col.” Edwin Drake’s discovery.  
 
Harpers New Monthly Magazine reported, 
“Doubt and distrust that preceded Drake’s 
successful venture suddenly fled before the 
common conviction that an oil well was the 
‘open sesame’ to wealth.” It was America’s 
first oil boom.  
 
Drake began buying all the 40-gallon 
whiskey barrels he could find. In January 
1860, oil sold for $20 a barrel and brought 
jubilant investors huge profits. By May of 
1861, more than 130 producing wells were 
crammed into the area, yielding 1,288 
barrels of crude oil each day.  

 
But with an oversupply of oil came plum-
meting prices and instability that would 
bring ruin to many an aspiring oilman. 
About this time, the veteran cargo brig 
Elizabeth Watts was chartered by the highly 
successful Philadelphia import-export firm 
of Peter Wright & Sons.  
 
Since its founding in 1818, Peter Wright & 
Sons had grown and prospered transporting 
“china, glass and Queensware” among other 
commodities. The company secured the 
Elizabeth Watts and her captain, Charles 
Bryant, for the novel purpose of shipping 
oil from Philadelphia to London.  
 
The nearest railroad to Oil Creek’s prolific 
fields was a grueling trek on muddy roads to 
the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad station at 
Miles Mills, 20-miles north of Titusville. 
From there, flatcars laboriously stacked with 

The Elizabeth Watts departed the Philadelphia docks on Nov. 19, 1861, and arrived at London's 
Victoria Dock 45 days later. It took twelve days to unload the 1,329 barrels of oil. Just a year later, 
the Port of Philadelphia exported 239,000 barrels of oil – still without the technology of railroad 
tank cars or "tanker" ships designed for the purpose. 
 

America Exports Oil 
 

barrels and pulled by steam locomotive 
made their way eastward to Philadelphia.  
 
Along the route, saltwater residue would 
eat at the barrels’ glue and cause leakage. 
The risk of fire or explosion would be 
constant. Despite the hazards and 
difficulty, 901 barrels of Pennsylvania 
crude oil and 428 barrels of kerosene 
made the trip. 
 
Each full 40-gallon barrel weighed 360-
400 pounds. It took dockside stevedores 
10-days to load the oily cargo aboard the 
moored Elizabeth Watts. 
 
The story goes that Capt. Bryant had to 
shanghai his crew of seven. Sailors were 
not anxious to sign on with a ship that 
could explode and burn even before 
casting off and sailing down the Delaware 
River toward the open sea. The fumes 
were noxious, lurking, and explosive. No 
ship had ever crossed the Atlantic bearing 
such cargo.  
 
Whether by persuasion or chicanery, Capt. 
Bryant secured his crew, and the Elizabeth 
Watts departed the Philadelphia docks on 
Nov. 19, 1861. Forty-five days later, on 
Jan. 9, 1862, the Elizabeth Watts sailed 
down the Thames River to arrive at 
London’s Victoria Dock. It took twelve 
days to unload the 1,329 barrels. 
 
Only one year later, Philadelphia exported 
239,000 barrels of oil – still without the 
technology of railroad tank cars or 
“tanker” ships designed for the purpose.  
 
As with many stories of America’s 
petroleum heritage, these early deficits in 
technology were overcome by stalwart 
men who risked their lives and fortunes in 
pursuit of their dreams.  
 
Editor’s Note – The Society is indebted 
to maritime author Dr. William Flayhart 
III for his research on the Port of 
Philadelphia and its contributions to the 
growth of America’s petroleum industry. 
Dr. Flayhart recently published Perils of the 
Atlantic and has authored several other 
books including: The American Line, QE2, 
and Majesty at Sea. 

In 1847, the Maine shipbuilding firm of J. & C.C. Morton finished construction of the 224-ton brig, Elizabeth Watts, a two-masted, 
square-rigged ship, well suited for the Atlantic cargo trade of the day. She was soon sailing out of her homeport of New York, but it 
would be 15-years before she would take her remarkable place in America’s petroleum history. 
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W                        ashington Irving published The Adventures of 
                     Captain Bonneville: or, Scenes beyond the Rocky Mountains  
                   of the Far West in 1837. Eastern readers were 
spellbound by Capt. Benjamin Bonneville’s four-year expedition, 
encounters with Indians, and detailed accounts of life on the fur-
trapping trail.  
 
In the unforgiving lands that would one day become the 
Wyoming Territory, Capt. Bonneville traveled down the Popo 
Agie River and in 1832 made note of a natural resource that 
would one day bring a new industry to the state of Wyoming:  
 
“In this neighborhood, the captain made search for ‘the great Tar 
Spring,’ one of the wonders of the mountains, the medicinal 
properties of which he had heard extravagantly lauded by the 
trappers. After a toilsome search, he found it at the foot of a 
sand-bluff, a little east of the Wind River Mountains, where it 
exuded in a small stream of the color and consistency of tar. 
 
“The men immediately hastened to collect a quantity of it, to use 
as an ointment for the galled backs of their horses, and as a 
balsam for their own pains and aches. From the description given 
of it, it is evidently the bituminous oil, called petrolium or 
naphtha, which forms a principal ingredient in the potent 
medicine called British Oil. It is found in various parts of Europe 
and Asia…and in some places of the United States. In New York, 
it is called Seneca Oil, from being found near the Seneca lake.” 
 
Fifty years later, tales of the “Tar Spring” may have inspired a 
wildcatter named Mike Murphy to drill Wyoming’s first oil well.  
 

In the intervening years, intrepid pioneers first crossed central 
Wyoming via the rugged “South Pass” route. Today, these early 
paths are National Historic Trails: the Mormon Pioneer, Oregon, 
California, and Pony Express – many of the trails punctuated 
with makeshift gravesites of ill-fated travelers. America 
nonetheless continued to grow westward, encouraged by periodic, 
if transitory, gold rushes.  
 
By 1867, the Union Pacific Railroad reached the easternmost 
boundary of the Wyoming Territory, spawning new towns all 
along its route. Because the right of way included substantial land 
grants on each side of the tracks, railroads were very much in the 
real estate business and promoted settlement in order to develop 
their property.  
 
Still, by 1870 the pioneer population of Wyoming was just over 
9,000 in a territory of 97,809 square miles. The government held 
almost half of the territory and encouraged development of 
mineral resources in these public lands through the federal Placer  

                                                      (Continued on Page 10) 

Wyoming Oil Pioneers 
In 1883, tales of the fabled “Tar Spring” 
may well have inspired a wildcatter 
named Mike Murphy to drill Wyoming’s 
first oil well.  

Scribner's Magazine in 1904 pictured the solitary Wind River stage 
bound for Lander, where Wyoming's legendary Mike Murphy 
discovered oil in 1883 (above, right). At a height of 150 feet, the trestle 
at Dale Creek was the longest on the Union Pacific Railroad's line 
(above left). Philip Martin Shannon brought in his remote Shannon No. 
1 well just one month after statehood in 1890 to mark the real 
beginning of Wyoming's petroleum industry (above center). 
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(Continued from Page 9) 
Act. Ten years later the Territorial census still enumerated only 
21,000. In the East, diminishing production from Pennsylvania 
oilfields in the 1880s prompted the industry to look westward to 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and beyond.  
 
Pennsylvanians Find Wyoming Oil  
 
Mike Murphy was a Pennsylvania-born Irishman who had come 
west to the Nebraska Territory in 1854 as a land surveyor. He 
served in the territorial legislature until being lured to Colorado in 
search of gold in 1859. Again in 1865 he went to Montana for 
gold and in 1876, he was off to the Black Hills, still prospecting. 
When he returned to Wyoming in 1883, Murphy and his brother, 
Frank, bought an oil lease from Dr. George B. Graff on the very 
site of Capt. Bonneville’s “great tar spring” southeast of Lander.  
 
The Murphy brothers found oil at 300-feet in what would 
become known as the Chugwater formation. The news spread 
quickly and inspired others to stake their own “placer” mineral 

claims on promising sites. One of these sites was the Salt Creek 
valley area north of old Ft. Caspar, which would one day yield 
millions of barrels of oil. 
 
Placer claims on government lands could be filed in 20-acre 
blocks by an individual or 160-acres by an “association” of eight 
individuals. For the claimant to be granted a legitimate patent on 
the land, the law further required drilling (or digging) a well, $500 
in improvements, “oil in commercial quantity” (a much argued 
specification) and a $2.50 per acre fee. Complicating the process 
was the government’s intermittent inclination to withdraw lands 
from the public domain. Competing legitimacy disputes, claim 
jumping, litigation, and even gunplay were the natural byproducts 
of placer claims. The Wyoming Territorial Geologist himself, Dr. 
Samuel Aughey, filed placer claims near Salt Creek in 1884.  
 
In 1887, perhaps lured by tales of Mike Murphy’s oil discovery, a 
tenacious but unsuccessful gold prospector by the name of Cy 
Iba returned from California with his four sons, two daughters, 
and their families. Cy Iba began staking his own and “association” 
placer claims in Salt Creek. Iba and his family dug and timbered 
and staked and re-staked, eventually accumulating 30 claims in 
anticipation of one day selling valuable oil leases. Meanwhile, 
Wyoming continued to grow with the railroads.  
 
The Fremont, Elkhorn & Missouri Valley Railroad pushed 
westward and delivered its first passengers to what would become 
Casper, Wyoming on June 15, 1888. Two years later, Cy Iba 
collided with “The Central Association of Wyoming,” a group of 
New York investors headed by H.D. Schoonmaker. This group 
had acquired Dr. Aughey’s placer claim as well as others, and then 
paid the required $2.50 per acre to patent the land. Iba sued and 
after several years of litigation, Cy Iba settled for an 80-acre tract 
of the disputed “Jackass Claim.” Years later, the “Iba 80” would 
become one of the Salt Creek oilfield’s best producers. 
 
Noted Wyoming historian and author Mike Mackey (Black Gold – 
Patterns in the Development of Wyoming’s Oil Industry) has said that 
Philip Martin Shannon was Wyoming’s first “legitimate” oilman 

Gateway to 
Salt Creek 
Oilfields 
 
In the 1920s, about 
one-fifth of all oil 
produced in the  
United States, came  
from one  field –  the Salt Creek Oil Field north of Casper, Wyo.  
 
The presence of petroleum in Wyoming was known as early as 
the Bonneville Expedition of 1837. Indeed, Jim Clyman, a member 
of the 1824-25 Ashley Expedition, noted in his memoirs:  
 
“In traveling up the Popo Azia a tributary of Wind River we came 
to an oil spring near the main stream whose surface was 
completely covered over with oil resembling British oil and not far 
from the same place were stacks Petroleum of considerable bulk.”  
 
By 1842, the Hilliard Oil Spring was producing petroleum used in 
the making of leather, and by 1868 William Carter of Fort Bridger 
was drilling for oil, although Mike Murphy is generally credited for 
the first commerical oil well in the Territory, about 1883.  
 
The Salt Creek field was discovered in 1887 by Cyrus William 
"Cy" Iba (1831-1907). Iba, born in Reinholds, Lancaster County, 
Pa., was one who moved west from Indiana in 1851 seeking his 
fortune in the gold fields of California.  
 
With the end of the California Gold Rush, Iba moved on to 
prospecting along the Snake River in Idaho. He ultimately moved 
into Wyoming. He recalled from his trek to California the oil seeps 
along the Emigrants's Road near Poison Spider Creek.  
 
Thus, in 1883 Cy Iba began exploring for oil, ultimately finding the 
Salt Creek field as a result of an oil seep at Jackass Springs. – 
From www.wyomingtalesandtrails.com/ 
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In 1832, Captain B. L. E. Bonneville (left) took the first wagons 
through South Pass and recorded the presence of oil in the Popo 
Agie region of Wyoming. Bonneville's expedition secretly spied on 
the British who were active in the Pacific Northwest. Prospector Mike 
Murphy (right) became one of Wyoming's best known and most 
respected citizens. He found oil in the Chugwater formation in 
1883. Murphy served as a territorial and later state legislator. He 
died in 1905 at the age of 70 and is buried in Lander. 
 



 

since, “He plans on coming to Wyoming, drilling wells, refining 
the product, and finding a market for it.”  
 
Philip “Mark” Shannon was a Civil War veteran and successful 
Pennsylvania oil businessman who first visited the area in 1884. 
He chose to drill for oil northeast side of the Salt Creek activity, 
and with a small group of investors, began shipping equipment 
from Pennsylvania to the new Casper railroad station, still a 50-
mile wagon haul from the proposed site.  
 
In August 1890, just one month after Wyoming became the 
44th state, Philip Shannon brought in his first well.  
 
Even unrefined, the new state’s oil proved to be an excellent 
lubricant. The Wyoming Derrick, Casper’s newspaper, 
enthusiastically announced, “Wyoming will become the greatest 
and wealthiest mineral producing state in the Union.” Within 20-
months, Shannon and his associates had two producing wells, one 
dry hole, and a fourth well underway. Their only market for this 
unrefined lubricating oil was the railroads.  
 
Shannon negotiated agreements with the Fremont, Elkhorn & 
Missouri Valley Railroad as well as the Cheyenne & Northern. 
Still, his oil had to be laboriously hauled in barrels by wagon to 
the railhead in Casper. The first delivery of 45-barrels took five 
days using a string team of 14-horses and three tandem wagons. 
In the distant East, a pessimistic Harper’s Magazine reported, “…it 
is noticeable now that this oil excites little human interest, and 
interests still less capital.”  
 
To expand their markets, Shannon and his Pennsylvania investors 
began building a refinery in Casper in 1894. Wyoming’s 
population had grown to over 62,000. Within a year, the new 
refinery was able to produce 100 barrels a day of 15 different 
grades of lubricant, from “light cylinder oil” to heavy grease.  
 
Soon thereafter, Shannon and his associates incorporated as the 
Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Co. with 6,000 shares of stock. The 
company’s assets included the Casper refinery and placer claims 

on over 3,000 acres of the north perimeter of Salt Creek. Only 
160 acres were patented, but this included four producing wells.  
 
For the next nine-years, the Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Co. 
continued drilling, producing, refining, and marketing. By 1904, 
the company owned 14 small wells, each producing ten to 40 
barrels per day – more than the Casper refinery or the market 
could accommodate. Despite a growing population (1900 census 
counted 92,531) and improved railroad access, transportation 
costs meant that Wyoming oil could not successfully compete for 
the distant eastern markets.  
 
The Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Co. struggled; it paid out only 
$37,000 in dividends over 11-years of operations. When a buyer 
appeared, the company quickly agreed to sell. By October 1904, 
the $350,000 deal was closed. Joseph H. Lobell and his French 
and Belgian backers, however, fared no better and the Casper 
refinery was soon abandoned amidst Lobell’s convoluted 
finances. Wyoming’s first real oil boom would have to wait until 
1908, when Salt Creek’s “Big Dutch” well came in as a gusher, 
bringing a new flood of entrepreneurs and investors. 
 
Phillip Shannon’s venture illustrates the challenges faced by early 
oilmen in the development of Wyoming’s oil industry. The 
legitimacy problems of placer claims remained problematical for 
many years to come.  
 
By 1912, every individual or company in the Salt Creek oilfield 
was either suing or being sued. Isolation from the petroleum-
hungry eastern markets also endangered every oil venture. Even 
with the advent of railroad tank cars, Wyoming oil could not 
compete in eastern markets because of transportation costs.  
 
These early problems eventually yielded to the tenacity of the 
stubborn oilmen who confronted them. In 1920, the “Oil and 
Gas Leasing Act” finally provided some relief from the morass of 
legal wrangling over placer claims.   
 

The foyer of the Salt Creek Museum in Midwest, Wyo., displays artifacts and more than 4,000 
photographs of the Salt Creek and Teapot Dome Naval Reserve No. 3 oilfields, illustrating the 
area’s history from 1889 to today, according to Curator Pauline Schultz. The Museum holds a 
full set of Midwest Refining Company Books from 1920-1930. The Salt Creek Oilfield, about 40 
miles north of Casper, was once among the largest light crude oil fields in the world. It was 
discovered in October 1908 with the well initially producing 150 barrels per day. The field was 
extensively developed – and became famous for its gushers. A pipeline to the Casper refinery 
was built in 1911. Salt Creek was surpassed in the 1920s by the nearby Teapot Dome field, the 
source of financial scandal during the Warren G. Harding administration. 
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America Goes Electric  
Kerosene Fades Away  
Horseless Carriage Saves the Day 

 
The oil industry owes its origins to America’s 
long quest to extend daylight into the nighttime. 
In the early days, candles, vegetable and animal 
oils, lard, whale oil, and camphene burned faintly 
against the dark.  

But within a few years of the discovery that kerosene could be distilled from crude oil, kerosene lamps burned in 
virtually every American home. Across the country and around the world, wildcatters searched for oil to feed 
consumers’ demand for light. Standard Oil and other giant industries were born and prospered producing 
kerosene, an essential product that would soon be made obsolete.  
 

By the 1880s, Thomas Edison’s electric lights were putting out the glow of kerosene lamps almost as quickly as kerosene had 
extinguished camphene 20-years before. Kerosene’s future was growing dim -- until the “horseless carriage,” saved the industry. 
Demand for gasoline, a formerly marginal by-product of kerosene distillation, enabled the industry to adapt and meet the challenges 
of the 20th Century. The rest is history. 

 

By the end of 1850, the U.S. Patent Office had recorded almost 
250 different patents for all manner of lamps, wicks, burners, and 
fuels to meet America’s growing demand for illumination.  

Camphene or “burning fluid” was by far the most popular 
illuminant. It cost about the same as coal oil, but burned brighter 
and smelled better. Camphene was a volatile mixture of 
turpentine, alcohol, and camphor oil that required caution to 
avoid explosive ignition and fires. Despite its hazards, camphene 
was clearly the preferred product. 

Alcohol for camphene was an important mainstay for distilleries 
with many selling 30 percent to 80 percent of their output to the 
fuel market. By 1860, distilleries were delivering at least 90 million 
gallons of alcohol per year to the lighting industry.  

Camphene’s production and distribution systems were well 
established and, with whale oil becoming increasingly expensive, 
business was good.  

Kerosene distilled from crude oil became a serious competitor to 
camphene when Col. Edwin Drake brought in America’s first oil 
well near Titusville, Pennsylvania in 1859. 

Simple distillation of crude oil yielded kerosene that sold for 
about 50 cents a gallon, the same price as camphene, and 
kerosene was less hazardous. Within a year, 15 refineries sprang 
up to produce kerosene with basic “tea kettle” stills. The capacity 
of these stills ranged from 40 gallons to 4,000 gallons per day.  

The Pennsylvania oil boom was underway and an economic 
battle in the marketplace between camphene and kerosene was 
just getting started when the Civil War began in 1861. 

To help fund the Union Army, the Internal Revenue Act 
imposed a $2.08 per gallon tax on alcohol between 1862 and 
1864. The intent was to levy an excise tax on beverage alcohol 
only, but the law did not specifically exempt industrial uses. 
Since alcohol was a basic ingredient of camphene, the tax drove 
camphene’s price so high that almost overnight, it disappeared 
from the market. Kerosene suddenly had no competition.  

By the end of the Civil War, 80 refineries were distilling millions 
of gallons of kerosene to fuel countless varieties of lamps. 
Camphene, which had once been America’s favorite, was soon 
forgotten. Forty-one years after the Civil War ended, Congress 
repealed the alcohol tax.   

Civil War Excise Tax 
Promotes Oil Business 

 
  

Camphene, a volatile combination of turpentine, 
alcohol, and camphor oil, was America’s most 
popular lamp fuel in the decades before the 
Drake Well discovery. Camphene lamps have 
burners with long wick tubes set at an angle so 
as to burn separately and reduce the risk of 
explosion. Metal caps were placed over the 
flames to extinguish them because blowing the 
flames out was considered dangerous. 

 

Kills the Camphene Industry 
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At 3 o’clock in the morning of Feb. 25, 1942, thousands of 
Los Angeles’ war-jittery residents were awakened by anti-
aircraft fire. Amid spotlights and sirens, the U.S. 37th Anti-
Aircraft Brigade fired 1,340 rounds at elusive “unidentified 
airplanes.” Just three days earlier, the Bankline oil refinery in 
nearby Ellwood had been attacked by a Japanese submarine.  
It was less than three months since the attack on Pearl 
Harbor.  Los Angeles was tense. 
 
 
Expecting the worst, residents watched the illuminated 
nighttime skies. There were strange sightings. One observer 
reported, “It was huge! It was just enormous! And it was 
practically right over my house. I had never seen anything like it 
in my life!” she said. “It was just hovering there in the sky and 
hardly moving at all.” These strange UFO events were reported 
as the largest mass sighting in U.S. history. 
 
“Fast moving red or silver objects” were seen high in the sky 
accompanied by a large object that hung motionless in midair.  
Antiaircraft shells burst around it. Some became convinced that 
the objects were extraterrestrial. Rumors of a government 
cover-up began.  
 
Today, several websites offer explanations and detailed photo 
analysis of the largest mass sighting in history – the 1942 “Battle 
of Los Angeles.”  
  
Three days earlier… 
 
Commander Nishino Kozo of the Japanese Imperial Navy and 
his submarine I-17 lurked 1,000 yards offshore from the 
Bankline Oil Co. refinery at Ellwood City, Calif.  
 
Ellwood was a small Barnsdall-Rio Grande oilfield community 
12 miles north of Santa Barbara and five miles north of Goleta. 
At 7:15 p.m. Commander Nishino began firing armor-piercing 

shells from the submarine’s deck gun. The I-17 continued firing 
for 20-minutes before escaping into the dark. 
 
There were no injuries and damage to the Bankline Oil Refinery 
was minimal. Witnesses recalled, "We heard a whistling noise 
and a thump as a projectile hit near the house," and "I thought 
something was going wrong with the refiners."   
  
Commander Nishino sailed on to new combat assignments in 
the Aleutians. He was unaware his shelling of the Ellwood 
refinery would soon to be followed by the mysterious “Battle of 
Los Angeles.”  
 
The Bankline Oil Refinery continued to operate, and in 1959 
became part of Signal Oil. Today, golf courses, residential 
communities, and parks dominate the area. There is little 
recollection of Commander Nishino’s attack, the purported 
alien invasion, or the Battle of Los Angeles.  All have receded 
into a small corner of America’s oil history.  
 

Oilfield Aliens 
 
Sightings follow Sub Attack  
on California Refinery  

Several websites today 
offer a variety of 
explanations and photo 
analysis of the “Battle of 
Los Angeles.” In 1942, a 
Japanese submarine’s 
shelling of a California 
refinery would be 
followed by the “largest 
mass sighting in history.” 
 

The piers, terminals, tanks and drilling rigs that once dominated the 
coastline along the Ellwood oilfield have long since disappeared. 
Today, the site is occupied by the prestigious Sandpiper Golf Club, 
one of the top 25 courses in the country, according to Golf Digest. 
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         ew remember the names of those who come in second.    
            Sadly, they are relegated to the “also rans,” no matter how  
          close to the finish. Petroleum history is the same; second-     
        place finishers most often dwell in the fine print of history. 
“Firsts” get the jubilees, centennials and sesquicentennials. 
“Seconds” get roadside markers – and even those can be very 
hard to find. 
 
Consider America’s famous first oil well. “Col.” Edwin Drake 
drilled it in Titusville, Pa., in 1859. As a result, the Drake Well 
Museum draws thousands of visitors each year. The discovery’s 
sesquicentennial will soon be commemorated across the country, 
recognizing the birth of an industry upon which every American 
depends, everyday. 
 
Aug. 27, 2009, marks that famous date of America’s first oil well. 
But Aug. 31 – just four days later – is ignored. It was on that day 
that the second oil well was drilled by a young man named John 
Livingston Grandin. 
 
A few days after “Drake’s Folly” at Titusville surprised everybody 
by producing barrels of oil from a depth of 69.5 feet, the news 
arrived in Tidioute’s General Store, 20 miles away. Each barrel 
was said to be selling for 75¢ and 23-year-old John Grandin, the 
owner’s son and an aspiring entrepreneur, saw an opportunity. 
 
Grandin knew of an oil seep on the Gordon Run of the nearby 
Campbell Farm and rode south of town to buy the land. He 
bought 30 acres surrounding the oil spring at $10 per acre. Within 
a day he had employed blacksmith H.H. Dennis, said to be “the 
handiest man in the region,” to “kick down” a well using the 
time-honored spring-pole method. On the forgotten day of 
Wednesday, Aug. 31, 1859, drilling began.  
 
Two months later Grandin and Dennis had inched down almost 
twice as deep as Drake’s well without finding oil. Then they 
discovered that their carefully drilled two-inch borehole was too 
narrow to accommodate the copper casing they had shipped in 
from Pittsburgh. The well had to be enlarged. 
 
Using a discarded tram axle, H.H. Dennis made a surprisingly 
workable reamer. It worked very well enlarging the borehole – 
until it became irretrievably stuck at 134 feet, “where it never saw 
daylight again!” as described in a contemporary account. This 
significant “first” in the history of stuck tools remains buried as a 
footnote in American oil history. 
 
Still, all was not lost. Dennis put together makeshift “torpedoes” 
from blasting powder and experimented with timing fuses in 
hopes of breaking things loose. His third attempt is recorded, 
“The explosion was sensibly felt upon the surface, for Mr. Dennis 
says, “the ground trembled like an earthquake under his feet!”  
 
With this noteworthy effort, the Grandin well was ruined in the 
first recorded “shooting” of an oil well – and its first failure. The 
oil industry had its first of many dry holes.   

F
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First Dry Hole 

“Kicking Down” a well using a resilient sapling to provide a lifting 
bounce was cheap and surprisingly effective. The “spring pole” flex 
retrieved the heavy tool bit from the borehole and allowed the driller to 
kick it down, again and again. Grandin reached 134 feet using this 
method. Photo from “The World Struggle for Oil,” a 1924 motion 
picture produced under the direction of the United States Department 
of the Interior (Bureau of Mines), with Sinclair Consolidated Corp.  
 
James Livingston Grandin came from a wealthy lumber family in 
northwestern Pennsylvania. Despite his first well’s failure, he 
persevered and his family became prominent producers. The Grandin 
portrait is from J.T. Henry’s The early and later history of petroleum, 
with authentic facts in regard to its development in western 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1873. 

John Grandin’s 1859 well has many firsts, despite being second to Drake 
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History Panelists to Ponder Public Perceptions 
 
The Hotel at Old Town in Wichita, Kan., will host an April 20-23, 2006, 
gathering of oil museum directors, oilfield historians and others 
interested in the dramatic – if frequently neglected – history of the 
nation’s exploration and production industry. Among the many topics 
planned for panel discussion: educational outreach strategies to address 
public misperceptions of the oil and gas industry.  
 
The “villain” pictured above is courtesy of Wichita’s Mosley Street 
Melodrama Dinner Theater, where those attending the 2006 International 
Oil History Symposium will be entertained. More serious educational 
programs will be co-hosted by the Petroleum History Institute (PHI) 
and the American Oil & Gas Historical Society (AOGHS). The Kansas 
Oil Museum in nearby El Dorado, pictured above right during a 
reenactment day, will host a day of activities and special tours, thanks  to 
museum Director Deborah Amend. Other highlights include academic 
presentations, exhibit discussions, and a motor tour hosted by Larry 
Skelton of the Kansas Geological Survey.  

Petroleum 
History  
Institute 

 

An April 2006 Public Education  
Meeting of the 

 

An In te rnat i ona l  

 

O i l  H i s t o r y  
S y m p o s i u m  

 

April 20-23, 2006 
 

“ W I L D C A T T E R S  O F  T H E  P L A I N S ”   
 

Hotel at Old Town, Wichita, Kansas 
 

Symposium to Study Education Strategies 
 
Oil and gas museum directors, oilfield historians and 
educators are encouraged to attend an international oil 
history symposium – to share strategies for increasing 
public awareness of oil and gas history. This inaugural 
gathering will be co-hosted by the Petroleum History 
Institute and American Oil & Gas Historical Society on 
April 20-23 in Wichita and El Dorado, Kansas. The 2006 
symposium will include academic presentations and a tour 
of historic oilfields. Museum directors and historians will 
meet with educators at the Kansas Oil Museum in El 
Dorado to discuss K-12 student oil history curricula. 
Presentations from the symposium will be included in Oil-
Industry History, the annual journal of PHI.  
 
• Oil and gas educational outreach strategy discussions 
• A dozen academic oil history presentations 
• Tour of the Frontier Oil Company Refinery and a program  

for museum directors at the Kansas Oil Museum  
• Motor tour of oilfields by the Kansas Geological Survey 
• Wildcatters reception & awards banquet 
• Classroom Energy! A program of the American Petroleum 

Institute. Also, a Project Learning Tree presentation 
• Better Energy Education! The Kansas Independent Oil and 

Gas Association provides an overview of it standards-based 
energy education curricula 

• History of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission  
• Museum education programs – sharing event plans, exhibit 

resources & ideas  
 
Who should attend? Everyone interested in learning more 
about educating the public on the industry’s 150-years of 
progress. K-12 educators, E&P company employees, and 
association staff will benefit from the panel discussions, 
tours and presentations. Limited April 20-23, 2006, event 
sponsorship opportunities are available. For a schedule of events, call 
 

(202) 857-4785 
 

 
The California Oil 
Museum, Santa Paula, 
Calif., joined that com-
munity’s annual 
Christmas Parade on 
Nov. 26, driving a 1922 
Union Oil tanker truck. 
At right is Ruth Anne 
Nelson, wife of museum 
Administrator Mike  

Sesquicentennial of Oil Committee Meets 
 
Dec. 12 marked the third meeting of Sesquicentennial of Oil Steering 
Committee, a group dedicated to making the anniversary of the industry’s 
birth an opportunity for the nation to focus on the historical significance 
of petroleum. AOGHS is a co-chair of the group. Additional members 
are being solicited – particularly from companies, says Coordinator Lois 
McElwee. “This Celebration is not about a single event, but rather a 
century and a half of oil and gas industry development,” she notes. The 
Oil City, Pa.,-based Oil Region Alliance of Business, Industry and 
Tourism, Oil City, administers sesquicentennial planning. McElwee can 
be reached at (814) 677-3152, ext. 104; e-mail: lmcelwee@oilregion.org.   

Nelson, seated beside their niece Ciara. Behind them are 50 riders on 
Harley Davidsons. The museum’s permanent exhibits include 
“California & The Age of Petroleum,” a circa 1900 cable-tool rig, the 
“Lundgren & Bennett Gas Pump Collection,” and “Great California Gas 
Brands.” Call (805) 933-0076 or e-mail info@oilmuseum.net. 



 
 

1201 15th Street, NW, Suite 300 
Washington, DC  20005 

Support your local oil & natural gas museum. Join this nationwide effort to promote local and community museums, county 
historical societies & individuals dedicated to preserving petroleum’s wildcatting heritage. Support this growing network of “oil-
patch” historians and preservationists. To join this 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization, mail this form to AOGHS, 1201 15th St., NW, 
Suite 300, Washington, DC 20005, or fax it to (202) 857-4799 to be invoiced.  Membership benefits are described at our website. 
 

Make checks payable to:  AOGHS 
 
MEMBERSHIP & SUBSCRIPTION CATEGORIES     
 

 Annual Membership (Student)   $25 
 Annual Sustaining    $75 
 Annual Patron      $200-$999 
 AOGHS Benefactors          $1,000 & Above 

 
 
Name ___________________________________________  Title ____________________________________________ 
 
Company/Organization ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address  __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City  ________________________________________  State ____________  Zip Code  __________________________ 
 
Phone  __________________________________  Email  _____________________________________ 
 
 

Your membership contributions are 100% tax deductible. Federal Tax ID No. 52-184-9282 

www.aoghs.org 
 

Benefactors & Patrons will be acknowledged 
in The Petroleum Age 

 

Oil Patch Preservationists 
 

Museum Spotlight:  The Depot Museum  
 
On Nov. 12, the annual “Heritage Syrup Festival” took 
place at the Depot Museum in Henderson, Texas. Events 
included more than 30 folk artists demonstrating their 
crafts, music – and a day of old time syrup making 
demonstrations, says Director Susan Weaver. Her 
museum includes an extensive exhibit on the East Texas 
oilfield, which celebrated its 75th anniversary in October. 
On the Depot Museum grounds is an oil derrick and 
pumping jack erected in 2001.  
 

The discovery of oil in East Texas was one of the most important events in Rusk County 
history, Weaver says.  “The Folk-Art Preservation Project was created to offer a 
comprehensive study of the folk life culture of Rusk County and to teach the skills 
practiced by weavers, blacksmiths, knife makers and others.”  




